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Abstract - Expansion in Communication resulted large amount of real time text data being generated these days. In order to 
exploit and to extract useful information, it has become imperative to organize this data. Text mining / Text classification 
can be considered as an effective and efficient solution to this problem. Text mining can be described as a knowledge 
intensive process used to extract useful information from text data by exploring new patterns. It uses algorithms to transform 
text into data that can be analyzed by applying Machine Learning and NLP techniques. As text mining is rapidly evolving 
and growing technology, it facilitates businesses and companies to get deeper insights into their customer base and assist 
them in re-evaluating the customer demands. As the prominence of E-commerce is increasing rapidly, the number of 
customer reviews and feedbacks received is growing rapidly over the period of time. The number of reviews can be in 
thousands, making it difficult for the manufacturers to consider them all for product improvement and consumer support. 
This article focuses on this issue and attempts to extract some useful information from the customer reviews and ratings that 
can be used is enhancing the product quality and improving the consumer support which intern improves the overall 
customer experience. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With each passing day, social media and its 
applications are creating large amount of information, 
most of which is text form. Due to the rapid 
expansion of Internet and E-commerce, such huge 
amount of information is generated is these 
applications as well. Due to this change in trend, the 
focus of product based organizations is shifting from 
salesmanship to consumerism and has led many 
organizations to obtain consumer information/ data. 
Nowadays, customers collect information about the 
product of their choice from the internet before going 
forward with the purchase. This prevents wastage of 
time and money and helps customers get the products 
at reasonable price, fulfilling their needs. Improved 
Customer satisfaction and shopping experience are 
really very important. Hence it has become a 
convention for the E-commerce merchant to facilitate 
their customer to review the products and express 
their notions about the products. With increase in the 
popularity and customer base of E-commerce, the 
number of reviews received is also increasing rapidly. 
Thousands of reviews are received, some long and 
some short in length making it difficult for the 
manufacturers to keep a track of all the reviews. 
The aim here is to mine and extract useful 
information from the product reviews and facilitate 
businesses to identify repeatedly reported issues. 
Availability of this knowledge will help 
manufacturers in enhancing the product and support 
quality. Text mining is the mushrooming process of 
discovering, extracting information from large 
unstructured textual resources. Text mining has high 

potential value in dealing with large and complex 
unstructured datasets. Unstructured data contains the 
irrelevant and noisy information which has to be 
eliminated. In order to trodden that irrelevant 
information, feature selection approach has been 
embraced in this paper.  Feature selection is a long 
existing, novel method which aims on increasing the 
quality of the data set by considering the factors of 
relevance, novelty and interestingness. 
There exist two questions in feature selection 
approach first question is ‘what are the features for 
machine learning which can represent the text in the 
effective way? ’And the second is: ‘what is the best 
way to prune a large set of features down to a 
manageable set of most discriminating features?’ For 
the first question we can say, it depends upon the 
processing power, language and corpora working 
with and most importantly the specific problem you 
are tackling .For the second question: We can try 
various approaches in order to prune the feature sets 
including: classifiers which classify and build the 
relevant information. 
 

 
Figure 1: Text Mining 
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The problem of classification has been widely studied 
in the database, data mining, and information 
retrieval communities. Some key methods, which are 
commonly used for text classification are Decision 
Trees, Pattern Based Classifiers, SVM Classifier, 
Neural Network classifier, Bayesian classifier etc 
[7].One of these techniques can be used for text 
classification. 
The entire process of knowledge extraction can be 
accomplished by following the below mentioned 
steps: 
1) Crawling product reviews from community 
sites / preferred Manufacturers’ customer forum. 
2) Apply text Pre-processing steps to mine the 
raw text obtained. 
3) Build a text data classifier and then apply it 
on comment data to predict the defined target class. 
4) Identify Sub-classes under each main class 
through Associate Rule mining by deriving key 
patterns 
5) Represent the obtained results in statistical 
format. 
The above mentioned steps can be explained in an 
elaborate manner as follows: 
 
A. Data Extraction 
This is the data extraction step. In order to obtain the 
customer reviews data, we need to crawl the customer 
forum websites. There are various APIs and Web 
Browser Extensions available today that can be used 
for this task. Some of them are: 
1) KIMINO. 
2) Site Spider, Mark II. 
3) Web Scraper. 
4) Data Scraper. 
 
B. Data pre-processing 
This is data preprocessing step. [20]Text pre-
processing is the most important phase for any text 
mining task. It plays a crucial role in deriving the 
right patterns from the data. The typical text 
preprocessing involves following intermediate steps: 
1) Tokenization 
2) Stop word removal 
3) Stemming 
 
C. Data Classification 
This is text classification step. In any classification 
task, it is important to have labels for the data in order 
to train the classifier. The goal of text classification is 
to identify the right label for each input in the test 
dataset. There are various algorithms that can be used 
for text classification 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
The system using SVM is proposed by 
Chandrasekhar Rangu, Shuvojit Chatterjee and 
Srinivasa Rao Valluru in [1]. In this research they 
have proposed processes of identifying the issue-

based summaries from customer reviews crawled for 
Product-X. Here issues refer to sub-level issues such 
as Product related and Support related problems 
reported from customer point of view. A training set 
of reviews was prepared manually that contains all 
three categories of reviews (Product, Support & 
Other) for training the text classifier. In order to get 
good classification results on textual data, Support 
Vector Machine technique was used to classify the 
remaining review comments for further processing 
The limitations of this approach is that the 
classification model expects minimum 10–15 words 
after removing non-usable characters during 
preprocessing. Hence, smaller size review comments 
are not taken into consideration. It is difficult to 
identify all the issues reported in different scenarios 
other than the defined key phrase list, The key phrase 
list should be updated and refined well to capture all 
different problems. 
The features of SVM are that it is a linear classifier, 
handles high dimensional data well, can handle 
nonlinear decision boundaries, works with large size 
unlabeled and small size labeled data.   While its 
limitations are that it has High time and space 
complexity during training and testing. 
In [3] V.Srividya and R.Anitha have mentioned 
various steps of Data Preprocessing. These steps are: 
1) Tokenization: Tokenization is the process of 
breaking a stream of text into words, phrases, 
symbols, or other meaningful elements called tokens 
.The aim of the tokenization is the exploration of the 
words in a sentence. 
2) Stop word removal:  Many words in text 
documents occur very frequently but are essentially 
meaningless as they are used to join words together in 
a sentence and nothing else. These words are known 
as Stop Words and it is commonly understood that 
stop words do not contribute to the context or content 
of textual documents. Due to their high frequency of 
occurrence, their presence in text mining presents 
problem in understanding the content of the text. Stop 
words are very frequently used common words like 
‘and’, ‘are’, ‘this’ etc. They are not useful in 
classification of documents. So they must be 
removed. 
 
In [4] Dr.Vijayarani, Ms.Ilamathi and Ms.Nithya 
have discussed various methods of stop word 
removal. 
a) The classic method: The classic method is 
based on removing stop words obtained from pre-
compiled lists 
b) Method Based on Zipf’s Law: Addition to 
classic stop list, three stop word creation methods 
moved by Zipf‟s law are used, including: removing 
most frequent words and removing words that occur 
once We also consider removing words with low 
inverse document frequency (IDF) 
c) Mutual Information method: The mutual 
information method  is a supervised method that 
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works by computing the mutual information between 
a given term and a document class (e.g., positive, 
negative), providing a suggestion of how much 
information the term can tell about a given class 
3) Stemming:  This method is used to identify 
the root/stem of a word. For example, the words 
connect, connected, connecting, connections all can 
be stemmed to the word “drive”. The purpose of this 
method is to remove various suffixes, to reduce the 
number of words, to have accurately matching stems, 
to save time and memory space. In stemming, 
translation of morphological forms of a word to its 
stem is done assuming each one is semantically 
related. There are two points are considered while 
using a stem. Words that do not have the same 
meaning should be kept separate. Morphological 
forms of a word are assumed to have the same base 
meaning and hence it should be mapped to the same 
stem there are various stemming algorithms available 
that can be used for this task. 

 
Figure 2: Stemming 

 
In [5] Nayak, Kanine, Chandavekar have mentioned 
classification of stemming algorithms into categories 
such as: 
a) Truncating methods: As suggested by the 
name itself, truncating methods are related to prefix 
or suffix removal. This method includes algorithms 
such as: 
i) Lovins Stemmer: The Lovins stemmer 
removes the longest suffix from a word. It is a single 
pass algorithm by nature; hence, it removes 
maximum of one suffix from a word. 
ii) Porters Stemmer: It is based on the idea 
that the suffixes in the English language 
(approximately 1200) are mostly made up of a 
combination of smaller and simpler suffixes. It has 
five steps, and within each step, rules are applied 
until one of them passes the conditions 
iii) Paice Stemmer: It is an iterative algorithm 
with one table containing about 120 rules indexed by 
the last letter of a suffix. On each iteration, it tries to 
find an applicable rule by the last character of the 
word. 
iv) Dawson Stemmer: It is an extension of the 
Lovins approach. It is very complex, lacks a standard 
reusable implementation but it covers more suffixes 
than Lovins. 
b) Statistical methods: These are based on 
statistical analysis and techniques. Most of these 

methods remove the affixes after performing some 
statistical procedures. 
i) N-gram stemmer: In this algorithm string-
similarity approach is used to convert word inflation 
to its stem. It is language independent. 
ii) HMM Stemmer: This stemmer is based on 
the concept of the Hidden Markov Model (HMMs). 
This method does not require prior linguistic 
knowledge as it is based on unsupervised learning. 
iii) YASS Stemmer: This algorithm uses 
clustering of lexicons .This clustering is done based 
on hierarchical approach and distance measure. 
c) Mixed methods: These are based on both 
the Truncating and statistical methods of stemming 
i) Krovetz Stemmer: It is based on the 
inflectional property of words and the language 
syntax; it effectively and accurately removes 
inflectional suffixes and is very complicated in 
nature. 
ii) Xerox Stemmer: This is a language based 
stemmer which works well for English language. It 
uses the suffix and prefix database created for English 
language.In [7] Vijayan, Bindu have discussed 
various Text       Classification Algorithms that 
include the below mentioned algorithms: 
i. Decision Trees: Decision trees are designed with 

the use of a hierarchical division of the 
underlying data space with the use of different 
text features. The hierarchical division of the 
data space is designed in order to create class 
partitions which are more skewed in terms of 
their class distribution. For a given text instance, 
we determine the partition that it is most likely to 
belong to, and use it for the purposes of 
classification. 

ii. Pattern (Rule)-based Classifiers: In rule-based 
classifiers we determine the word patterns which 
are most likely to be related to the different 
classes. We construct a set of rules, in which the 
left hand side corresponds to a word pattern, and 
the right-hand side corresponds to a class label. 
These rules are used for the purposes of 
classification 

iii. SVM Classifiers: SVM Classifiers attempt to 
partition the data space with the use of linear or 
non-linear delineations between the different 
classes. The key in such classifiers is to 
determine the optimal boundaries between the 
different classes and use them for the purposes of 
classification. 

iv. Neural Network Classifiers: Neural networks 
are used in a wide variety of domains for the 
purposes of classification. In the context of text 
data, the main difference for neural network 
classifiers is to adapt these classifiers with the 
use of word features. We note that neural 
network classifiers are related to SVM 
Classifiers; indeed, they both are in the category 
of discriminative classifiers, which are in 
contrast with the generative classifiers. 
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v. Bayesian (Generative) Classifiers: In Bayesian 
classifiers (also called generative classifiers); we 
attempt to build a probabilistic classifier based 
on modeling the underlying word features in 
different classes. The idea is then to classify text 
based on the posterior probability of the 
documents belonging to the different classes on 
the basis of the word presence in the documents. 

vi. Rocchio Algorithm: Rocchio method finds the 
centroid of each class from the training set of 
documents and classifies a text document to the 
nearest possible centroid class. 

vii. KNN: K Nearest Neighbor is an instance-based, 
non-parametric text classifier which uses 
similarity measurement (dot product, cosine 
similarity) as a criterion for classifying the 
documents. 

 

 
Table 1: Comparison between Classification algorithms 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Recently, text classification has gained a lot of 
importance, comprising of steps like text extraction, 
text pre-processing and classification. It can be 
clearly inferred that pre-processing plays a vital role 
in text classification. Various pre-processing 
techniques and classification algorithms are stated in 
the survey, all the algorithms have their own features 
and limitations. An efficiently performing 

classification system demands appropriate choice of 
classifier along with proper data pre-processing 
which would definitely improve the outcome of 
classification. 
For future work, more advanced text mining 
techniques, and algorithms can be used to improve 
the classification mechanism and the system can be 
made more robust. The system can be improved to 
process Dynamic data i.e. the real time reviews 
information and mine them on the go to derive the 
meaningful insights and inferences. 
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